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Dear children,

In the heart of Africa the nation of Rwanda is being much assisted by the Graces that My
missionary children are generating by means of service and of transmutation.  In the present
humanity there are few conscious souls that offer themselves, such as My Son did, to suffer for love
and for the redemption of others.

On this day My missionaries of peace enter a new school of knowledge and of maturity of the task,
deepening in the spirit of service for peace and for the good of humanity.

Children, Rwanda lives a time of peace that was generated by the prayers and the petitions of all
those who lived the consequences of a cultural and social decision.  After the Mother of the Divine
Word was in Kibeho, the humanity of this region suffered what it did not want to hear, that which
could have been prevented.

Humanity is characterized by living in a well-marked foolishness and deafness, which lead it to
close the inner heart, and to not understand the things that come from Heaven.

In Kibeho the Lady of the Word managed to recover a certain group of souls that needed an
assistance that would motivate them to live a path of redemption.    Later emerged the spirit of
prayer, and of the restoration of all that happened, and notwithstanding that the message of Kibeho
did not reach greater repercussions during the time of the great mistake, there were souls that were
able to maintain their fidelity to the call from Heaven, and that protected them spiritually from any
inner deterioration despite of what took place later on.

The message of Kibeho is based on immediate repentance, something that the Mother of God
exemplified through Rwanda, which headed to an unsafe destiny.  In this way, humanity could
understand that the act of true and sincere repentance is capable of balancing a certain degree of
spiritual debts that compromise the profound awakening of a soul.

For this, children, remember and relive My message of Kibeho, because My Word was not only
pronounced for that critical moment, but rather, it remained present in everyone, so that the same
errors would not be committed again.

In Rwanda, a great wound is healing after many years, and this begins to occur through the missions
of peace.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who entrusts you to God the Father,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace  


